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 Width  Radius Linear Feet
 1/8 to 2/0  10” - 12”  4 LF
 2/2 to 2/6  13” - 15”  5 LF
 2/8 to 3/0  16” - 18”  6 LF
 3/2 to 3/6  19” - 21”  7 LF
 4/2 to 4/6  25” - 27”  9 LF
 4/8 to 5/0  28” - 30”  10 LF
 5/2 to 5/6  31” - 33”  11 LF
 5/8 to 6/0  34” - 36”  12 LF
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Seller warrants, all goods sold to buyer shall be free from defects in material and workmanship. This warranty shall survive for  
a period of two years from the date the goods were sold. This warranty is conditional upon buyer’s (a) installing, operating, and  
maintaining the goods in accordance with seller’s specification and/or instructions, and (b) not making any repairs or alterations  
to the goods without written authorization from seller acknowledging such repairs or alterations will not affect this Warranty. The  
buyer acknowledges all installation, operating, and maintenance specifications and/or instructions have been provided to and  
received by buyer. The foregoing warranty does not cover damage caused by negligent installation or operation of any goods  
by buyer. This warranty is the only warranty provided by seller with respect to the goods, and no other warranty stated in buyer’s  
purchase orders or any other writing of seller or buyer shall apply. Seller’s liability to hereunder, if any, for any breach of warranty  
or any terms and conditions of sale, including negligence, is expressly limited at the seller’s option to either (a) repair or replacement  
of goods sold, or (b) refund or crediting of the price of such goods actually paid by buyer to seller.  
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Installation and Finishing 

The Right Tools: 

Cutting: 

Installation:

Finishing: 

• Saw 

• Hammer 

• Finishing Nails (6 penny or smaller) 

• Caulk 

• Sandpaper 

• Paint Brush 

• Construction Adhesive, Mastic or Resin Epoxy 
Glue (do not use Wood Glue) 

• Paint Thinner 

• Paint or Stain 

Lay moulding flat outside on a sunny day or in a warm room. The product will return to its originally formed 
shape and will be easier to install. This also allows time to check the moulding style and application 
(straight, half round, arch, oval, elliptical, etc.).  

Hold moulding firmly on table while cutting. A miter saw or handsaw with a miter box can be used.  
Moulding should be cut long and then shaved to the exact pre-measured length. Several shallow 
passes as opposed to one deep cut is recommended. 

Note: Half Rounds, Ovals, and Ellipticals will generally always need to be pre-bent at the factory. 

Glue the moulding in place using a construction adhesive. Check the surface where Flexgrain moulding is 
to be placed; making sure it is flat and smooth. Flexgrain moulding follows any indiscretions on the surface. 
For best results, nail a small block of wood over the face of the moulding to help secure the moulding in 
place while the construction adhesive dries. Once the construction adhesive dries, remove the nails and 
blocks of wood. The use of construction adhesive in conjunction with nails will ensure a quick, easy  
installation with a cleaner more professional finished look. After the installation is complete, simply touch 
up needed areas with putty and sand paper. 

When nailing Flexgrain, make sure the angles of the nails are straight. Do not angle the nails to where they 
could exit the back side of the moulding. Do not nail the moulding any closer than 3/8 inch away from the 
edge to prevent splitting.

Note: Do not use staples to fasten moulding. Only use finishing nails that are six penny or smaller in size.  
If using a nail gun, we suggest a PSI setting of 80-90.  

Before beginning any finishing technique, make sure the material is clean. Use paint thinner to wipe 
the surface clean. In order to prevent cracking, it is not recommended to paint or stain Flexgrain prior  
to installation. 

Painting: Apply hard plastic resin filler (caulk) to imperfections and nail holes. Sand the surface flat, clean 
and paint. A primer coat is not required but is recommended to improve the luster of the finish. Apply with 
a brush or spray equipment; paying special attention to any deep groves or crevices that may exist. Make 
sure the entire surface of the material is covered. Add additional coats if desired. All paints work well. 

Staining: Stain color may vary from real wood. Always practice staining on a test piece prior to staining. 
REMEMBER THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT ABSORB STAIN LIKE WOOD, FOR THIS REASON, A GEL 
STAIN MUST BE USED.  

It is important to prepare the moulding first when staining. Clean the surface with a cloth lightly dampened 
with paint thinner to remove any residue. When using a natural bristle brush, apply a thin coat of gel stain  
to the surface and finish with a smooth stroke by lightly sweeping the bristles over the surface for an even  
application. Gel stain can also be applied with a soft clean cloth. When using a cloth, gently apply a thin 
coat of gel stain completely covering the surface of the moulding. Whether using a brush or cloth, applying 
thin coats of gel stain will help ensure a better finish and allow the stain to dry quicker. Applying a  
polyurethane clear coat is recommended but not required. To avoid removing stain, apply clear coat with 
spraying equipment. 
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